THE NEW WAY IS GILKIE CAMP TRAILERS. They are a self-contained Home on Wheels, complete in every detail, tried and tested by thousands of tourists during the past eight years. This New Way of living out of doors offers a vacation into the land of romance, sunshine and happiness, at a surprisingly low cost.

Today we are facing a new era . . . . one that promises more leisure time to enjoy ourselves. Why not take advantage of it and try a GILKIE CAMP TRAILER . . . . The New Way. You'll find the expense of any trip hardly more than the cost of gasoline and oil to drive your car, and living expenses in your Gilkie Trailer are a great deal less than at home.

Touring with a GILKIE TRAILER gives one a feeling of security and contentment. Because of their wonderful trailing ability, and the fact that your Home is always right at your heels, you have no worries to mar your pleasure for you can stop when and where, and as long as you like.

It's a fascinating story, too long to tell here. Write for Catalog NOW! We'll furnish it.
GILKIE CAMP TRAILERS are built in two models, the DeLuxe and Camp King, both family size Trailers, yet each can be easily arranged for two persons only. Either Trailer provides a comfortable, safe and economical home wherever you may be. Their bodies are of all steel and are as large as can be safely taken on the road.

The DeLuxe has an insulated roof, while the Camp King is equipped with transoms. The finest tent ducking is used ... one that passes the highest Government test for waterproofness. It is fadeproof, pre-shrunk and is tacked on permanently.

GILKIES have always been noted for excellent beds. These are full size, home type, equipped with inner-spring mattresses, assuring real sleeping comfort. Both Trailers have the same type of beds which form large couches when desired.

GILKIE TRAILERS are very cool in hot weather, yet can easily be heated in cold weather. Large, copper screened ventilation is provided which can be instantly closed on the inside by curtains operating on Zipper fasteners. Easy entrance is provided by a wide, full height door in front, which may be locked from the inside or outside.

Both Trailers have large lockers, shelves and electric lights. The DeLuxe is equipped with a 75 lb. refrigerator, kitchenette compartment, built-in, white, enamelled sink, water tank and clothes chest. Some of this equipment can be furnished as extra on the Camp King.

Low folding, low hung and streamlined; balanced weight on large Timken bearings and oversize tires. They travel at the fastest automobile speeds without any attention from the driver. Note—clear rear vision so essential to safe travel.